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A BACK TO SCHOOL UNIT



• Get to know me: Partner game

• Teaming Up: Partner game

• Meet our class: class book

• These are a few of my favorite things: 
craft & mini book

• Namesakes: Take home presentation 
about the origination of our names

• Color me happy: an art and writing 
project



These are activities that I use all 
within the first couple weeks of 

school. 

These are designed to get students to 
learn more about themselves as well 

as their new classmates. 

Included in the pack, I have partner 
activities, art projects, crafts, writing 

prompts, and a presentation! Feel free 
to pick and choose what works best 

for your students at the beginning of 
the year.



This is a fun and easy game that gets 
students moving around the room and 

getting know one another!

Pass out one card to each student. 
Students will mix around the room 

trying to find the other student with 
their matching symbol. When they find 
their partner they must do what the 
cards say. Collect cards, shuffle, and 

repeat as many times as
you’d like!



My name 
starts with:

Favorite school 
subject:

# of letters in 
my name:

Favorite color:

My age: # of siblings: Do you like to 
read?

Favorite sport:

The best 
vacation spot:

Are you 
ticklish?

Class I was in 
last year:

Do you like 
bugs?

Favorite TV 
show:

My last name 
starts with:

Favorite animal:# of pets I have:



The first page is the cover of the 
book. I choose one student to color 

it in for the class.

Students each complete the second 
page. When everyone is finished, 
compile them into a book to keep 

throughout the year!

There is also an autograph page 
for each student to write sign their 

name.

It is a fun classroom
keepsake to look at as 
the year progresses!





This is a craft I like to hang up at 
the beginning of the year for 

decoration! It is perfect to have up 
for back to school night!

Students complete each piece of 
the mobile separately, then with 
teacher help, students make the 
mobile to hang! Finished example

is on the next page.

There is also a 
mini-book option!



Students can pick and choose which pieces they want to 
include in their mobile. In my opinion, 5 fit best on the 

bottom of the mobile!



In case you don’t want to take the 
time to create the mobile, you can 
still complete the same activity but 

with the option of a mini-book! 
Students complete each page, cut 

them out and staple together!



This is a fun take home project for the 
kids to complete. It helps them get to 
know more about themselves and it 

makes for a fun conversation between 
your students and their 

parents/guardians.

I have my students give a presentation 
at the beginning of the year. It is one 
of the first times they stand up and 

present in front of the class and allows 
for me to formatively assess their 

speaking and listening skills.

There is a speaking and listening  
rubric/checklist included!



Take Notes:
After talking with your family, what are some 

fun facts your learned about your name?



In the past, I will have also had 
students create a poster in class using 

what we called “graffiti art”

I put mine on the board and let the 
students try to create their own. When 

they are presenting, I tape their 
poster on the board for the class to 

see.





Name:
Let’s brainstorm: Choose your color and answer the following questions.

How does this color 
make you feel:

What animal does this remind 
you of?

Think of 3 times you feel this way and explain why:

1.

2.

3.


